Complete Sleeprrr

4 OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
- **GEL (Blue)**
  - MEMORY FOAM
  - GEL INFUSED
  - SOFT DENSITY
  - Softest memory foam option. Ultra comfort and Gel infusion helps maintain a cooler sleep.
- **ORIGINAL (White)**
  - MEMORY FOAM
  - SOFT DENSITY
  - Suitable for all users. Softer feel memory with pressure diffusing qualities.
- **PLUS (Pink)**
  - MEMORY FOAM
  - MEDIUM DENSITY
  - Suitable for broader frames. Firmer feel gives more support.
- **DELUXE (Yellow)**
  - TRADITIONAL FOAM
  - MEDIUM DENSITY
  - Provides a more rigid and supportive shape for those that prefer traditional foam.

Regarded as Australia’s premium cervical support pillow and the recommended choice of more Australian Health Professionals.

Adjustable Height and Shape.
Removable foam inserts provide 12 different adjustment options so you can create the perfect pillow to suit your comfort needs.

100% Premium Foam Made in Australia.
Utilising world leading foam production VPF Technology. Exceeds all Australasian & Global Environmental Regulations.

Adjustable Comfort.
Foam “noodles” can be removed to soften the pillow to suit your individual requirements.

Designed by the Best.
Created in conjunction with Australian Health Professionals to support the natural curvature of the spine and provide even support for your body.

Sleep Safely & in Good Health.
Our foams contain no heavy metals, no toxic compounds and no CFC’s.

Air Flow Stimulation.
Open cell foam structure prevents air stagnation in pillow. Channels in surface of pillow encourage air circulation.

**Adjustable**
**Contoured**
**Supportive**
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